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On March 14-17th, 2013 the author joined the 10th Biennial Pacific Rim Conference, Western Economic Association International (WEAI), Keio-Kyoto, Tokyo. The number of total Sessions was 140 and, 40 researchers joined from countries beyond Pacific and Asia area. The author’s Session was 87 but, the author participated as many sessions as possible. In the related sessions, the author replaced, in his mind, discussants’ statistical analyses from the Endogenous System point of view. The author himself confirmed that their statistics and external data were within a certain range of endogenous data and that the sub-title of this book, “To answer the Current Unsolved Economic Problems,” was not exaggerated, after listening to discussants’ basic points. And, the author was grateful to a universe speech at the Dinner Reception, American Club, by Darwin C. Hall, Managing Director, WEAI.

In particular, Fuess’ discussion empirically but differently proves a base of the EES. Scott Fuess denies two Laws, Gibrat’s and Zipf’s, empirically and up-dated. The author understands that there exist similar results between central, local, cities, and areas, regardless of the difference of each size.